
AS-930
MID-VOLUME ADDRESS 
AND BARCODE 
PRINTING SOLUTION
Easy-to-use desktop systems that deliver significant postal savings



Whether for marketing activities or the monthly invoice run, you want your 
mail to get to your customers in the shortest possible time, with no mistakes. 
Neopost addressing solutions ensure maximum speed, accuracy and 
flexibility for all your printing jobs.

Designed for mid-volume users, the Neopost AS-930 features fixed head 
technology capable of printing at nearly constant speed regardless of content 
onto a wide variety of documents such as envelopes, postcards, magazines 
or newsletters. The AS-930 is perfectly suited for high speed printing or 
repetitive mail runs, as its secured paper path and low jam rate provides 
greater output for better business continuity.

The AS-930 gives you the tools you need to take the blank space of a standard 
envelope and turn it into a medium for your message. You can maximize its 
potential by personalizing your message and targeting your audience more 
effectively. You can also change your message as often as you want to keep 
things fresh. This can all be done in-house, quickly, economically and efficiently.

TIME SAVING FLEXIBILITY
The AS-930 ensures maximum speed, accuracy and flexibility for all your 
printing jobs. Do you have an unexpected customer offer you need to integrate? 
No problem – the AS-930 gives you the flexibility to make last-minute changes 
with ease. Productivity is increased naturally with high printing speeds and high 
capacity outputs which reduce cycle time. And your customer information is 
protected with the complete in-house control of the database.

AS-930
ADDRESSING SOLUTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
Speed (postcards/hour)   Up to 39,000/hr 
Speed (envelopes/hour)   Up to 26,000/hr 
Print resolution   Up to 600 dpi
Number of heads   3 (fixed)
Maximum thickness   1/4"
Print area   1.5" x 19.6"
Minimum document size   5.3" x 2.76"
Maximum document size   19" x 14"
Hopper capacity   350 #10 envelopes
Dimensions   26" x 20" x 16"
Weight   44 lbs.
Monthly volume   750,000 

OPTIONS
Spot color ink cartridges    Yes
Conveyor Stacker    Yes
Dryer    Yes

ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
Registered by EAGLE Registrations Inc.

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST? 
Neopost is a world leader in mailing and logistics solutions. Our innovative solutions bring simplicity and efficiency to your mailing process to make your 
business run better. Neopost brilliantbasics benefits provide excellence in all our offers, from products to support and services. They bring you the best in 
operational efficiency, mail quality and security, budget optimization and online management. Whether for advice or support, you enjoy our commitment 
to supply first-class service – on the phone, on site, or online. Benefit from immediate response times and remote diagnosis at our call centers, and fast 
dispatch of service engineers when needed. Find out more at www.neopost.com/brilliantbasics

The AS-930 utilizes HP inkjet 
technology to ensure crisp, 
clean printing on your mailpieces, 
including optional spot color 
ink cartridges.

Neopost addressing software 
CASS™ and PAVE™ certifies 
your mail for USPS® postal 
automation discounts.
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ENHANCED COST CONTROL
Printing labels is an expensive and time-consuming business. The 
AS-930 cuts out the need for buying and stocking labels – and the 
manpower required to apply them. Blank envelopes are transformed 
into powerful marketing messages that work hard for your business. 
With address management software, the duplicate and inaccurate 
addressing detection feature allows you to reduce return, duplication and 
unnecessary mail costs, and because you can produce a higher volume 
of mail faster, you can benefit from USPS® automation discounts.

MAILROOM INTEGRATION MADE EASY
The AS-930 is easy to install without major IT involvement. Just load the 
plug’n play software onto your computer and within a few minutes, you’re 
up and running. One-touch controls and clear, concise prompts on the LCD 
display make even the most complex jobs seem easy. Our addressing 
solutions come with a variety of finishing options to suit your needs. For 
optimum efficiency with larger mail runs, you can add an optional stacker 
or dryer, which integrate easily into your existing mailing process with a 
folder/inserter, mailing machine and more.


